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We are grateful for the further opportunity to give evidence to the Committee 
on 9 September 2008 and to submit this supplementary paper. For the 
Committee’s convenience, we attach copies of our previous submissions and 
our response to the Scottish Government on the SFT. We focus our 
comments on the Government’s “Taking forward the Scottish Futures Trust” 
Strategic Business Case (which we refer to below as the SBC)  and on other 
developments since we last gave evidence to the Committee.  
 
The model of finance 
 
The SBC (1.4 page 8) reasserts that the NPD model “..has already pointed 
the way in which the cost of finance can be reduced compared with PFI/PPP 
alternatives..”. but no evidence is given that this has actually yet been 
achieved. Indeed, the SBC simply takes as a given “that it had to adopt NPD 
principles” (1.13 page 13). It is very disappointing, but perhaps not surprising, 
that the Scottish Government has explicitly prohibitted bidders from 
offering PFI alternatives to NPD bids, regardless of whether they offered 
better Value for Money. This leads us to conclude that reducing private 
sector profit appears to be a more important policy objective than 
reducing the cost of infrastrucuture to the public sector. 
 
We remain of the view that the NPD model as currently structured is still 
not generally accepted by the market. That is clearly demonstrated by the 
lack of bidders for Scottish NPD projects compared with the appetite for 
English PFI projects; East Sussex County Council recently attracted eleven 
bidders compared to the two remaining bidders interested in the Tayside 
Mental Health Projects NPD. 
 
We believe that the core NPD concept (ie the removal in effect of conventional 
private sector equity investment) is potentially acceptable to the private sector, 
although it is clearly less attractive than conventional PFI. The NPD model 
meets a political objective, even if it does not necessarily offer better Value for 
Money. We also understand the public sector’s frustration at the apparent 
unwillingness of project companies to undertake refinancings and so reduce 
the cost to the public sector by sharing the resulting savings. However, what 
remains manifestly unfair – and so unacceptable to us and the majority of 
potential bidders – is the Scottish Government’s continued refusal, apparently 
on PUK’s advice, to agree fair compensation upon a “no fault” Refinancing. As 
such, the Government’s stance is inconsistent with its stance on refinancing 
bonds and with the position taken generally on compensation for “no fault” 
termination. That is why we reluctantly stood down our bid teams for the 
Tayside project. If the Government addressed our concern, then we would not 
only bid NPD opportunities, but we would - unlike some of our competitors – 
not inflate our initial pricing (ie we would accept overall lower returns); so our 
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NPD bids would in initially be no more expensive than PFI and it would be 
reasonable to assume that in due course the public sector would benefit from 
reduced pricing resulting from refinancing.  
 
SFT as a “centre of excellence”; governance 
 
We note the SBC’s implicit acceptance that there is relatively little that the 
SFT can do in the short term about raising cheaper finance. In our initial 
evidence to the Committee we stated that “we remain sceptical about the 
SFT’s ability to raise cheaper funding” or generally aggregate demand to 
achieve savings, but we still accept that “ we won’t know unless we try”. We 
welcome the SBC conclusion that there is much else which the SFT can 
do, and do now, most importantly: 

• identifying and spreading best practice; 
• infrastructure and investment planning; and 
• coordination and support of shared infrastructure. 
 

In our initial submission we also identified the opportunity for the SFT to 
provide a forum for public and private engagement.  We are unsure 
whether the SBC sees that as an SFT role; we believe it could and should be. 
We also welcome the Government’s acceptance that these functions are 
appropriate to SFT Development and Delivery, an unashamedly public 
sector organisation, not some form of hybrid or technically private 
sector body.  
 
We continue to recommend strongly that the Scottish Government should 
resist the temptation to emulate English models of centralised procurement 
(eg Building Schools for the Future) which run counter to the Government’s 
decentralising of powers to Local Authorities and Health Boards. We 
advocate coordinating and supporting from the centre rather than 
centralised procurement. 
 
Our recommendations 
 
Our intial submission made four recommendations. We suggested: 

• a national debate on alternative funding models -  by taking NPD 
“as a given”, that debate has been narrowed; as a result, we will never 
really know whether NPD is actually cheaper than PFI; 

• the establishment of a public/private forum for Scotland - we hope 
that SFT Development and Delivery will embrace this; 

• that public sector provision should be measured in a manner 
similar to private sector providers so that informed comparisons 
of performance can be made – we urge SFT Development and 
Delivery to pursue this, perhaps in tandem with Audit Scotland; and   

• more transparent, dispassionate and well-informed analysis of 
public service provision by both the public and private sectors – the 
Committee can make a valuable contribution to that analysis. 

 
Andrew Gordon, Chief Executive 
September 2008 
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